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INVOLUTIONS OF ALTERNATING LINKS
KEEGAN BOYLE
Abstract. Let L be an alternating prime non-split link in S3. We use the category of flypes
between reduced alternating diagrams for L to classify involutions on L. As consequences,
we show that the quotient of an alternating periodic link is alternating, and that all freely
2-periodic alternating links have an even number of components.
1. Introduction
A diagram for a link in S3 is alternating if the crossings alternate over and under as you
follow the strands of the diagram, and a link L is alternating if it has such a diagram. The
purpose of this paper is to give a diagrammatic classification of involutions on alternating
links, that is Z/2 actions on S3 which preserve L, using flypes. Involutions on links are
generally classified into three categories.
(1) When the Z/2 action is conjugate to a rotation around an axis disjoint from L, we
say that L is 2-periodic. In this case, the quotient of L is another link in S3.
(2) When the Z/2 action is conjugate to a rotation around an axis which intersects L,
the quotient is no longer a link - the intersection points become the endpoints of arcs
in the quotient. If L is a knot we call this symmetry a strong inversion.
(3) Finally, when the Z/2 action is conjugate to the antipodal action on S3, we say that
L is freely 2-periodic. In this case, the quotient is a link in L(2, 1) = RP 3.
In [Boy19, Corollary 1.3], the author proved that if L is alternating, prime, non-split and
p-periodic for p an odd prime, then the quotient link is also alternating (see also [CH19]).
As a consequence of our classification, we will show that the same is true for 2-periodic links
(see Corollary 4.4), completing the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. The quotient of an alternating, prime, non-split, periodic link is alternating.
Specifically, Theorem 4.2 will allow us to find a reduced alternating diagram for the link
where the period is visible in such a way that the quotient diagram is alternating (although
this diagram will not necessarily be periodic). For an application of this theorem, consider
[Boy18, Theorem 6], which gives a relationship between the Alexander polynomial of a 2-
periodic alternating knot and its quotient using a spectral sequence on Knot Floer homology
developed by Hendricks [Hen15], and refined by Hendricks, Lipshitz, and Sarkar [HLS16].
Theorem 1.1 strengthens [Boy18, Theorem 6] by removing the assumption that the quotient
knot is alternating.
As an additional application of our classification, we will see that a freely 2-periodic prime
non-split link must have an even number of components (see Corollary 4.5). Specifically, no
alternating prime knots are freely 2-periodic. It is interesting to compare this to a result
of Sakuma [Sak87, Main Theorem] that amphicheiral hyperbolic knots cannot be freely
periodic, and a recent construction by Paoluzzi and Sakuma [PS20] of prime amphicheiral
freely 2-periodic knots.
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Figure 1. An intravergent diagram for a periodic involution on an alternating
knot. The axis of rotation is perpendicular to the page, and is shown as a dot
in the center.
The main technical tool used in this paper is Menasco and Thistlethwaite’s theorem that
any self-homemorphism of pairs (S3, L)→ (S3, L) is given by a composition of flypes [MT93,
Main Theorem], see Theorem 4.6.
1.1. Organization. Section 2 defines some elementary involutions on alternating diagrams.
Section 3 gives some background on flypes, including some results in the particular situation
of involutions. Section 4 gives a precise statement and proof of the classification as well as
some interesting corollaries.
2. Basic Diagrammatic Involutions
In this section, we define three basic involutions which can be directly visible in a link dia-
gram. These basic involutions are the building blocks for the main classification. Throughout
this paper, all links will be prime, alternating and non-split.
Definition 2.1. Given a link (or more generally a tangle) L ⊂ S3 and a prime order group
action τ on L, an intravergent diagram for (L, τ) is a diagram for L such that τ is given by
rotation within the plane of the diagram. See Figure 1 for an example.
Note that any period (with no fixed points on the link), or any involution with a pair of
fixed points (with a crossing in the center of the diagram) can be shown with an intravergent
diagram, but an intravergent diagram cannot show an involution with fixed points on multiple
components of the link. If τ is a period, this is usually called a periodic diagram.
Definition 2.2. Given a link (or more generally a tangle) L ⊂ S3 and an involution τ on L,
a transvergent diagram for (L, τ) is a diagram for L such that τ is given by rotation around
an axis contained within the plane of the diagram. See Figure 2 for an example.
Note that any 2-period or involution with fixed points on any number of components of
the link can be shown in a transvergent diagram (unlike an intravergent diagram). For this
reason, this is the more general type of symmetric diagram to use for involutions. See for
example [LW19] where a transvergent diagram is called involutive.
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Figure 2. A transvergent diagram for a strong involution on an alternating
knot. The axis of rotation is the dotted line.
Definition 2.3. Given an alternating link L ⊂ S3 and a free involution on S3 which fixes
L, a freely periodic alternating diagram for (L, τ) is a diagram for L consisting of 2 identical
tangles with 2 additional crossings connected in the configuration shown in Figure 3.
Remark 2.4. A more general freely periodic diagram includes a full twist on n strands
(See for example [Chb97] or [PY03, Figure 1(b)]). Since a full twist on n strands will be
alternating only if n = 1, 2 and prime only if n 6= 1, we only consider the case of 2 strands
in this paper.
3. Flypes
In this section we define the category of flypes for a given prime alternating link L ⊂
S3, which has objects roughly corresponding to reduced alternating diagrams for L, and
morphisms given by comositions of flypes. This section is largely similar to [Boy19, Section
2], but we reproduce it here for clarity. We begin with some definitions.
Definition 3.1. The standard crossing ball Bstd = (B
3, D2, a1 ∪ a2) is the triple of
(1) the 3-ball {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | |(x, y, z)| ≤ 1},
(2) the horizontal unit disk inside this ball {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | z = 0 and |(x, y, z)| ≤ 1},
and
(3) the union of the two arcs a1 = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | x = 0, z ≥ 0 and y2 + z2 = 1} and
a2 = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | y = 0, z ≤ 0 and x2 + z2 = 1}.
Definition 3.2. A realized diagram λ(D) for a link L ⊂ S3 is a collection of smooth em-
beddings
(1) S2 ↪→ S3, the projection sphere,
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Figure 3. An alternating diagram for a free involution. Here T can be any
alternating tangle, and the crossings should be chosen as over or under cross-
ings to make the diagram alternating. The free involution is given by a pi
rotation around the dotted axis, and then a pi rotation within the plane of
the diagram around the shown dot. Note that this diagram necessarily has an
even number of components.
(2) L : (S1)n ↪→ S3, the link, and
(3) {Bi} ↪→ S3, the crossing balls,
such that the {Bi} are disjoint and L ⊂ S2 ∪ {Bi}, along with homeomorphisms of triples
ci : (Bi, Bi ∩ S2, Bi ∩L)→ Bstd, the crossing ball identification maps. The diagram D is the
labeled graph in S2 which is the projection of L with vertices labeled to reflect under and
over crossings.
Definition 3.3. An isomorphism of realized diagrams f : λ(D)→ λ(D) is a homeomorphism
of pairs f : (S3, L)→ (S3, L) such that f(S2) is isotopic to S2 relative to L, f(Bi) = Bi and
ci ◦ f = ci.
It is immediate that if λ(D) and λ′(D) are realized diagrams for isomorphic labeled graphs
D, then there is an isomorphism of realized diagrams f : λ(D)→ λ′(D), and vice versa.
Definition 3.4. A standard flype is a transformation between realized diagrams λ(D) →
λ(E) of the form shown in Figure 4. That is, a homeomorphism f : S3 → S3 which restricts
to the identity on a round ball containing T2 (shown as the exterior of α2), pi rotation around
the horizontal axis on a ball containing T1 (shown as the interior of α1) and a linear homotopy
between them to get a homeomorphism. We further fix once and for all a homeomorphism
cstd for the crossing c1, and require that this be the crossing ball identification map used in
λ(D) and its pi rotation be the crossing ball identification map used in λ(E).
Definition 3.5. A flype f : λ(D)→ λ(D′) is any composition f = g1 ◦ s ◦ g2 where g1 and
g2 are isomorphisms of realized diagrams, and s is a standard flype. We will refer to the
crossing ball in λ(D′) created by f as cf , and the crossing ball in λ(D) removed by f as cf .
The ball α1 containing the tangle T1 will be referred to as the domain of f .
Remark 3.6. Consider the case of an involution which is the composition of two flypes f ◦g
with cf = c
g and cg = c
f . Observe the following constructions.
(1) The involution on a transvergent diagram is of this form, by considering any two
flypes with the given property and disjoint domains.
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T1 T2
α1
α2
c1
λ(D)
T
1
T2
α1
α2
c2
λ(E)
Figure 4. A standard flype fixes the exterior of α2 and reflects the interior of
α1 across the horizontal axis, with a linear homotopy in between. It removes
the crossing ball at c1 and creates a crossing ball at c2.
(2) The involution on an intravergent diagram is of this form by having f and g be
inverses, but with f having an extra pi rotation within the plane of the diagram
tacked on as an isomorphism of realized diagrams (see the definition of flype).
(3) The involution on a freely periodic diagram is of this form by connecting two fly-
pes with disjoint domains end-to-end, and then composing with an isomorphism of
realized diagrams which is only a rotation within the plane of the diagram.
We will now give some basic facts about flypes. Consider a flype f : λ(D)→ λ(D′). Then
in the planar graph projection of D we get a distinguished crossing cf and a distinguished
pair of edges (e1f , e
2
f ) which will cross to form cf . The following lemma states that this is
enough to reconstruct the flype.
Lemma 3.7. Let f : λ(D) → λ(D′) and g : λ′(D) → λ′(D′) be flypes such that (e1f , e2f ) =
(eg1, e
g
2) and c
f = cg. Then there exists a pair of isomorphisms of realized diagrams g1, g2
such that f = g1 ◦ g ◦ g2.
Proof. To begin, note that there is an isomorphism between λ(D) and λ′(D), so that we may
consider f and g to start at the same realized diagram. Similarly, there is an isomorphism
from λ(D′) to λ′(D′), so we may assume f and g end at the same realized diagram. Now
note that f and g induce maps on underlying graphs in S2 which are homotopic relative
to the vertices of the graph. In particular, f and g restrict to the same map on crossing
balls since both are determined by the crossing ball identification maps for λ(D) and λ(D′).
From there we have a unique extension to the rest of S3 up to an isomorphism of realized
diagrams, as desired. 
Lemma 3.8. Let λ(D) and λ(D′) be realized reduced alternating diagrams for L, and let
N(L) be a neighborhood of L. Then if f : λ(D)→ λ(D′) is a homeomorphism S3 → S3 such
that f agrees with a flype when restricted to (N(L) ∩ S2) ∪ {ci}, then f is a flype. That is,
if f restricts to a flype on the underlying diagram, then f is a flype.
Proof. Let ϕ be a flype from λ(D)→ λ(D′), so that f and ϕ agree when restricted to both
the crossing balls and a neighborhood of L in S2. Now let g = f ◦ϕ−1 : λ(D′)→ λ(D′), and
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observe that g is the identity map on each crossing ball, and on N(L) ∩ S2. In particular,
this determines the relative isotopy class of g(S2)′ so that g is an isomorphism of realized
diagram. But then f = g ◦ ϕ, so f is a flype, as desired. 
By combining Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, we see that a diagrammatic description of a flype is
sufficient since it corresponds to a unique flype up to isomorphism of realized diagrams.
Now given a composition of flypes, the following lemmas will allow us to combine them
into a shorter composition of flypes, all of which (roughly) commute.
Lemma 3.9. If f1 : λ(D1)→ λ(D2) and f2 : λ(D2)→ λ(D3) are flypes such that cf1 = cf2 ,
cf2 6= cf1 , and L is prime, then there exists a flype f1,2 : λ(D1)→ λ(D3) with f2 ◦ f1 = f1,2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8, it is enough to consider diagrammatic flypes. We first note
that there are three possible configurations for f2 relative to f1, see Figure 5. Observe,
however, that configuration (A) is impossible since if T3 or T4 is a non-trivial tangle, then
L cannot be prime. On the other hand, in configuration (C), the composition will flip the
tangle T1 over twice so that the composition is simply a flype with domain T2. Similarly, in
configuration (B), the composition will flip both tangles T1 and T2 over once, which can be
realized as a single flype on their sum. 
Lemma 3.10. If f1 : λ(D1) → λ(D2) and f2 : λ(D2) → λ(D3) are flypes such that the
crossing created by f1 is not the crossing removed by f2, and L is prime, then there exists a
pair of flypes f ′2 : λ(D1)→ λ(D′2) and f ′1 : λ(D′2)→ λ(D3) such that
(1) f2 ◦ f1 = f ′1 ◦ f ′2,
(2) f2(cf1) = cf ′1 , and
(3) f ′1(cf ′2) = cf2 .
Furthermore, the domains of f ′1 and f
′
2 are either disjoint or nested (See Figure 4). Informally,
we will use this lemma to say that f1 and f2 commute, and by abuse of notation we will
refer to f ′1 as f1 and to f
′
2 as f2.
As a further abuse of notation, given a crossing ball c in λ(D) and a flype f : λ(D)→ λ(E)
which does not remove c, we will refer to f(c) as just c.
Remark 3.11. Note that while f ′1(cf ′2) = cf2 , the crossings created by f1 and f
′
1 may be
different. However since replacing f1 and f2 with f
′
1 and f
′
2 by Lemma 3.10 only reduces the
domains of f1, f2, a single replacement can be done for an arbitrary composition of flypes
after which commuting them does not affect which crossings they create and remove. We
will call a composition of flypes with the property that each pair of flypes has either disjoint
or nested domains reduced.
Proof of Lemma 3.10. Again, by Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 it is enough to prove this lemma dia-
grammatically on the underlying graphs. In the case where the domain for f1 is contained in
the domain for f2, and the case where the domains for f1 and f2 are disjoint, this lemma is
clear by defining f ′1 and f
′
2 to have the same domains as f1 and f2 respectively. On the other
hand, suppose that the domains intersect but are not nested. Then we have the configuration
shown in Figure 6. In this case, define f ′1 as the flype with domain T1 and define f
′
2 as the
flype with domain T3, and the result is again clear. 
We conclude this section with a final lemma about the basic involutions from Section 2.
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T2 T1
αf1
αf2
(B)
.
T2 T1
αf1
αf2
(C)
T2 T1
T3T4
αf1 αf2
(A)
Figure 5. Three potential configurations for the composition of two flypes
f1 : λ(D) → λ(D′) and f2 : λ(D′) → λ(D′′) with cf1 = cf2 . The diagrams
shown are D (as opposed to D′ or D′′), and the domain αf2 shown for f2 is
the preimage of the domain under f1.
T3 T1T2 T4
αf1 αf2
Figure 6. A possible configuration for two flypes f1 : λ(D) → λ(D′) and
f2 : λ(D
′)→ λ(D) which overlap. The shown diagram is D, αf1 is the domain
for f1, and the domain αf2 shown is the preimage under f1 of the domain for
f2.
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Lemma 3.12. Given a reduced composition of two flypes τ := f2 ◦ f1 : λ(D)→ λ(D) such
that cf2 = c
f1 , cf1 = c
f2 and τ is a (non-identity) involution, (D, τ) is either an intravergent,
transvergent, or freely periodic diagram.
Proof. First consider the case where the domains of f1 and f2 are equal. In this case, the
flypes cancel and τ is simply an isomorphism of realized diagrams. Since τ 2 = identity, and
τ 6= identity, the map is conjugate to a rotation of the plane, so we have an intravergent
diagram.
Next, consider the case that the domains of f1 and f2 are not equal. Then since the com-
position of flypes is reduced, the domains of f1 and f2 are disjoint. In particular, composing
these two flypes gives rotation around an axis A within the plane of the diagram, possibly
post-composed with an additional isomorphism of realized diagrams g. Indeed, apart from
a single crossing, the entire diagram is contained within the domains of f1 and f2 since L
is not split. Now since τ 2 is the identity, we have two possibilities for g. Either it is the
identity, in which case we have a transvergent diagram, or g is an intravergent pi-rotation. In
this case we have two further possibilities. First, the axis of g may be disjoint from the axis
A. In this case we have a freely periodic diagram. Second, the axis of g may intersect the
axis A. In this case we have a transvergent diagram with an axis perpendicular to A. 
4. A Classification of Involutions
In this section, we will use flypes to prove the classification of of involutions from alter-
nating diagrams via the basic involutions from Section 2. Before stating the main theorem,
we give a definition.
Definition 4.1. Consider an involution τ on a diagram D equal to the composition g ◦ f
for a flype f and another map g. We say that f is type A if there exists a 4-ended tangle
T ′ ⊂ D containing the domain of f such that τ restricted to T ′ is given by h ◦ f , where h is
an intravergent pi rotation of T ′. See the right side of Figure 7, where f is the flype on T .
Similarly, we say that f is type B if the same is true, but h is a transvergent rotation, see
the right side of Figure 8.
Consider an intravergent 4-ended tangle diagram with a central 4-ended subtangle con-
sisting of two arcs with no crossings (see the left side of Figure 7). Observe that by replacing
this central subtangle with a crossing and a transvergent tangle (see the right side of Figure
7), we get a new tangle with an involution given by the composition of a flype with an in-
travergent rotation. A similar replacement can be done for transvergent tangle by replacing
a trivial central tangle with an intravergent tangle and a crossing, see Figure 8.
Theorem 4.2. Let L be a prime alternating non-split link in S3 and τ be an involution
on S3 preserving L. Then there is a reduced alternating diagram for (L, τ) which is either
intravergent, transvergent, freely periodic, or constructed from an intravergent or transver-
gent diagram by a performing a (finite) sequence of replacements as shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8.
Before proving this theorem, we will give an illustrative example, and prove some inter-
esting corollaries.
Example 4.3. Consider Figure 9. Notice that taking the tangle in the exterior of the β
box and connecting the loose ends with a trivial tangle (either way) gives an intravergent
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π πT
Figure 7. A transformation to create an alternating 4-ended tangle with a
new involution from an intravergent alternating 4-ended tangle. The tangle
on the right is constructed by replacing the inner crossingless tangle as shown.
Here T must be alternating and transvergent around the dotted axis, and
the intersecting arcs shown should be a crossing of whichever type makes the
diagram alternating. The involution on the right is given by performing a
flype on T , and then rotating the entire diagram by pi within the plane of the
diagram.
diagram, and that the interior of the α box is a transvergent diagram, so that the entire
diagram is an example of the transformation from Figure 7. In particular, an involution on
this knot is given by performing a flype on the α box, then rotating the entire diagram by
pi. This diagram as a whole, however, is neither transvergent nor intravergent.
Corollary 4.4. The quotient of an alternating 2-periodic prime non-split link is alternating.
Proof. The quotient of an alternating intravergent or transvergent diagram for a 2-periodic
link is clearly alternating, and performing the transformations from Figure 7 and Figure 8
preserves this property. Specifically, the inner tangle T is alternating, and is glued to the
quotient of the outer tangle in the obvious way to give an alternating diagram. A simple
induction then gives the result. 
Corollary 4.5. A freely 2-periodic alternating prime non-split link must have an even num-
ber of components. In particular, there are no freely 2-periodic alternating prime knots.
Proof. Observe that the transformations from Figure 7 and Figure 8 cannot create freely
periodic diagrams since they are only local replacements, and the original intravergent or
transvergent diagram was not freely periodic. Hence for a freely periodic involution there is
an alternating freely periodic diagram by Theorem 4.2. Only the full twist on 1 or 2 strands
can be alternating, but a freely periodic diagram on 1 strand is not prime (recall that the
unknot is not prime), and a freely periodic diagram on 2 strands has an even number of
components. See Figure 3. 
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T
π π
Figure 8. Another transformation from one alternating 4-ended tangle with
an involution to another. On the left is given a transvergent alternating 4-
ended tangle with a crossingless 4-ended central subtangle. The diagram on
the right is constructed by replacing the inner crossingless tangle as shown.
Here T must be alternating and intravergent, and the intersecting arcs shown
should be a crossing of whichever type makes the diagram alternating. The
involution on the right is then given by performing a flype on T , and then
rotating the entire diagram by pi around the dotted axis.
α β
Figure 9. A reduced alternating knot diagram with a non-basic involution.
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In order to prove Theorem 4.2 we will need the following theorem of Menasco and Thistleth-
waite.
Theorem 4.6. [MT93, Main Theorem] For any reduced alternating diagram D for L and
realization λ(D), any homeomorphism of pairs (S3, L) ∼= (S3, L) is isotopic through maps of
pairs to an isomorphism of realized diagrams which is equal to a composition of flypes from
λ(D) to λ(D).
For us, take the homeomorphism of pairs to be the involution of interest τ , so that τ is
isotopic to f := fn◦fn−1◦· · ·◦f1 : λ(D)→ λ(D). In particular, f 2 is isotopic to the identity,
and we will label the first iteration of fi as fi,1 and the second iteration of fi as fi,2. Using
this notation, we give the following definition and lemma.
Definition 4.7. Given a composition of flypes fn ◦ fn−1 ◦ · · · ◦ f1, consider the equivalence
relation on these flypes generated by fa ∼ fb if cfa = cfb . Then let the orbit of fi be the set
of flypes in the equivalence class of fi, so that a flype is in the orbit of fi if the crossing it
destroys was created by fi or another flype in the orbit of fi.
The following lemma strengthens Theorem 4.6 in the special case that the homeomorphism
has finite prime order. It was originally only proved for odd prime order group actions on
knots, but the same proof applies to involutions on non-split links.
Lemma 4.8. [Boy19, Lemma 3.3] If L is an alternating, prime, non-split, non-torus link
with an involution τ , then there is a reduced alternating diagram D for L and a reduced
composition of flypes fn ◦ · · · ◦ f1 ∼= τ : λ(D)→ λ(D) such that either the orbit of the flype
fi,1 is {fi,1, fi,2}, or else fi,1 is part of a pair of flypes as in Lemma 3.12.
Note that while Lemma 4.8 guarantees that fn ◦ · · · ◦ f1 is reduced, (fn ◦ · · · ◦ f1)2 need
not be.
We now have all the tools we need to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We will proceed by induction on the number of flypes in the reduced
composition given by Lemma 4.8. Our base case is a composition of 0 or 2 flypes. Recall
(Remark 3.6, Lemma 3.12) that intravergent, transvergent, and freely periodic diagrams fall
into this case.
For the inductive step, consider a reduced composition of flypes fn ◦ · · · ◦ f1. We will show
that either one of these flypes is type A or type B so that we can reverse the replacement
from Figure 7 or Figure 8, or else n = 2 or 0 and if n = 2 that cf1 = c
f2 and vice versa so
that we can apply Lemma 3.12.
We consider the two cases from Lemma 4.8. First, suppose that some flype fi has orbit
{fi,1, fi,2}. Then write τ as g1 ◦ fi ◦ g2 for some maps g1 and g2, and apply g2 to the diagram
D to get a new diagram D′ on which τ acts as g ◦ fi for g = g2 ◦ g1. Now since τ 2 is the
identity, g must take the domain of fi to itself. Furthermore, g restricted to the domain
of fi must act as either rotation around an axis in the plane of the diagram perpendicular
to the axis of fi, or else as a rotation within the plane of the diagram, since g ◦ fi is an
involution. In these two cases we have precisely that fi is either of type A or type B, so that
we may replace it with a trivial tangle and remove fi from our composition of flypes. The
new composition fn ◦ · · · ◦ f̂i ◦ · · · ◦ f1 is still reduced, so that completes this case.
For the second case, we may assume that all flypes f1, . . . , fn come in pairs (fi, fj) such
that cfi = c
fj and vice versa. Note that if the domains of the two flypes in the pair (fi, fj)
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are the same, then fi undoes fj and by commuting the flypes we may cancel them. Hence
we may further assume that the domains of each pair are disjoint. But now such a pair
of flypes with disjoint domains contains the entire knot in the union of their domains, cfi
and cfj . However, since the composition is reduced, and no other flypes are in the orbit of
fi, there can be at most one such pair. Otherwise, the domains would necessarily overlap.
Hence n = 2, which concludes the proof. 
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